
CASE STUDY

Assuta Hospitals – Customer Case Study 

TrapX® DeceptionGrid® and 
ForeScout CounterACT®

About the Customer

Assuta Medical Centers is the largest and most advanced chain of private 
hospitals and institutions with state-of-the-art operation rooms and supporting 
departments in Israel. As such, this chain of medical centers cannot afford itself 
the risk of being attacked by hackers. These attacks may jeopardize the integrity 
and confidentiality of the medical records and compromise the operation of the 
electrical and critical medical devices. 

“As a large-scale healthcare provider, our organization is responsible for securing 
our patients’ highly sensitive data. We are constantly striving for better, smarter 
protection for our assets.” 

- Tamir Ronen, Chief Information Security Officer at Assuta Medical Centers

Background – Security Needs in the Healthcare Industry
A report from the Institute for Critical Infrastructure Technology (ICIT) indicates 
that 75% of organizations experience attempts to hack into organizational infor-
mation systems. The health sector is far more exposed than any other industry. 
Information such as patients’ medical records, social security numbers, and 
personal addresses makes the organization a prime target for malicious attackers.

On top of that, the hijacking of medical devices (MEDJACK) continues to pro-
liferate. The lack of technologies that cyber-secure those devices, makes it very 
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difficult for hospitals to detect and remediate threats. In addition, the use of ransomware 
has increased substantially. Health institutions remain a major target for cyber attackers 
who know that health care institutions’ networks are highly vulnerable due to unprotect-
ed internet-based (IOT) medical devices. 

For further information on MEDJACK go to: https://trapx.com/
trapx-labs-report-anatomy-of-attack-medical-device-hijack-medjack/

 
The Challenge

Allowing Medical organizations to continue the effective work of the medical staff by 
using all the technological capabilities in their possession while preventing unauthorized 
network access, whether to steal information or cause harm.

Immediate identification of hostile intrusions that bypass cyber protection already 
deployed, into the network, reporting its location and the damage it is causing.

The TrapX DeceptionGrid & ForeScout CounterAct Joint 
Solution
TrapX Security and ForeScout have integrated TrapX’s powerful DeceptionGrid technolo-
gy into ForeScout CounterACT, an agentless visibility and control appliance, that dynam-
ically identifies and evaluates network endpoints and applications the instant that they 
connect to your network. Unlike conventional security methods which generate alerts 
based on probabilities and known threats, DeceptionGrid alerts are binary—attackers 
either attempt to engage a Trap or they don’t. If they do, you will know with nearly 100 
percent confidence that it’s an attack. 

Once an attacker is identified by DeceptionGrid, CounterACT processes this enhanced 
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threat intelligence and instantly applies this security insight to trigger an automated re-
sponse and enforce its broad range of policy-based controls, such as isolating the device 
and remediating the endpoint to eliminate threats. This response action can be initiated 
by a security operations center analyst directly or can be implemented by policy-based 
automation, triggered by high-fidelity DeceptionGrid alerts.

Assuta Medical Centers improved its network security and prevented incoming threats 
from by adopting ForeScout Network Access Control technology. The ForeScout 
platform provides visibility and policy-driven access control for of connected medical 
devices and other connected devices to prevent unauthorized access to the Assuta 
Medical Centers network.

But for the organization to make sure its patients receive the services they need, the 
security team also needed a solution that not just prevents the access to its network, but 
also detects an attacker who gains entry and prevents him from doing damage.

To protect the network from this type of problem, Assuta Medical Centers embedded 
the DeceptionGrid solution by TrapX Security.

TrapX Security is the leader in the delivery of deception-based cyber security defense. 
TrapX DeceptionGrid rapidly detects, analyzes and defends against new zero-day and 
APT attacks in real-time. 

TrapX DeceptionGrid creates a network of traps (decoys) that are camouflaged as real 
medical devices such as, data bases, MRI & CT scanners, X-ray machines, and ultrasound 
equipment (PACs). The traps are integrated in the organization IT network and create 
an environment that attracts (via Lures) and detects malicious intruders as soon as they 
access a trap. 

The TrapX DeceptionGrid is an additional security layer within the enterprise infrastruc-
ture that identifies a breach as it happens and provides customers with a high accuracy 
alert, enabling them to prevent data from being transmitted out of the network.

“We chose the TrapX solution after examining several options in the industry. With 
the TrapX solution we protect our patients’ confidential data, our company’s assets, “, 
continues Tamir Ronen and adds,

“TrapX integration with ForeScout was seamless, almost plug-and-play, and within just a 
few hours we were better protected.”

TrapX Seamless Integration with ForeScout 
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TrapX DeceptionGrid is designed to allow fast deployment which is crucial to large 
enterprises. Its automation enables the security team to typically complete full 
deployment in just a few hours. 

TrapX DeceptionGrid deployment in Assuta Medical Centers covers many vLans, 
most of them are part of the medical network, and provides more visibility into lateral 
movement, and increases the possibility to detect attacks that bypasses the ForeScout 
controls.

TrapX DeceptionGrid loopback notifies the ForeScout frontline defense of an attack 
at the moment of the intrusion and reveals its location. It saves time and allows taking 
immediate action according to the context of the alert.

“Our integration with technologies, such as ForeScout, improves security to Assuta 
Medical Centers,” says Ori Bach, VP of Product and Marketing at TrapX. “Our solution 
provides automated, highly accurate detection of malware and malicious activities that 
attack the network. Healthcare organizations that implement our security solutions can 
ensure the high level of security “.

About TrapX Security
TrapX Security is the leader in deception based cyber security defense. Our solutions 
rapidly detect, deceive and defeat advanced cyberattacks and human attackers in real 
time. DeceptionGrid provides automated, highly accurate insight into malicious activity 
unseen by other types of cyber defenses. By deploying DeceptionGrid, you can create 
a proactive security posture, fundamentally halting the progression of an attack while 
changing the economics of cyberattacks by shifting the cost to the attacker. The TrapX 
Security customer base includes Forbes Global 2000 commercial and government cus-
tomers worldwide in sectors that include defense, healthcare, finance, energy, consumer 
products and other key industries. Learn more at www.trapx.com.

About ForeScout
ForeScout Technologies is transforming security through visibility. ForeScout has 
pioneered an agentless approach to network security to address the explosive growth 
of mobile computing and IoT. We offer a highly scalable, heterogeneous platform that 
provides Global 2000 enterprises and government agencies with agentless visibility 
and control of devices and other endpoints, from traditional PCs, laptops, tablets and 
smartphones to the latest IoT devices, the instant they connect to the network. Our 
technology continuously assesses, remediates and monitors devices and works with 
disparate security tools to help accelerate incident response, break down silos, automate 
workflows and optimize existing investments. As of September 30, 2016, more than 
2,200 customers in over 60 countries improve their network security and compliance 
posture with ForeScout solutions. Learn more at www.forescout.com.
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